Marihuana Extract—(7350)
Meaning an extract containing one or more cannabinoids that has been derived from any plant of the genus Cannabis, other than the separated resin (whether crude or purified) obtained from the plant.
And if that isn’t enough bureaucracy for you, later on the document spells out exactly what this means for anyone licensed to handle marijuana. Well, not quite exactly…
ana (under drug code 7360) that also handle marihuana extracts, will need to apply to modify their registrations to add the new drug code 7350 to their existing DEA registrations and procure quotas speci
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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
DEA HARDLINE
Gfarma News reported: “If you are licensed to work with marijuana extracts, you have 30 days from today to
update your paperwork. Also, Cannabidiol (CBD) extracts are now Schedule I substances and can’t cross state
lines. Also, Happy Holidays!
Stranger things than coffee were brewing on the morning of December 13, when the Drug Enforcement Agency filed a
bizarre and unsettling document into the Federal Register’s system. The final rule, submitted by Acting DEA
Administrator Chuck Rosenberg himself, is titled:
“Establishment of a New Drug Code for Marihuana Extract”
So what is this new drug code about? Currently the Controlled Substances Act uses the identifying code 7360 for
marijuana (with a separate code for THC itself). The NEW rule creates a category expressly for non-resinous extracts
– i.e. anything that isn’t hash.”
Under 7360, registrants have 30 days to modify their existing DEA registrations.
Also, anyone in a state that hasn’t passed medical marijuana legislation who has been getting their medicine
delivered by CBD providers is probably going to have to figure something else out in 2017.”
We saw this coming in our previous newsletters. The Trump Administration and Jeff Sessions have spoken.
The entire marijuana industry will be regulated by a hostile DEA for at least 4 years; possibly more. The effect of
this stranglehold on this industry cannot be understated. Pot is a drug, medical and recreational including CBD.
Investors have to be very careful from this point on to invest in stocks that are least affected by the DEA.

